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Introduction
The network approach has been traditionally used for thermal simulations of electric power devices (Gramsch et al., 2007; Loebl, 1984) . It is considered as a compromise between simple engineering calculations based on thermodynamic formulas and the computational fluid dynamics (CFD) that requires detailed discretization of the whole model volume. The fundamental advantage of the network approach is its ability to handle complex heat transfer models including conduction, radiation and convection. Thanks to an acceptable accuracy and the moderate computational effort it is traditionally used by designers of power devices for the analysis of temperature rise tests for arrangements like transformers with their cooling systems as well as switchgear components and subsystems. The main drawback of the traditional thermal network is related to a proper representation of mass flow phenomena that are typically handled in a rather rudimental way. This issue is addressed in this paper.
We present a concept of coupling the thermal network with a new representation of a pressure network that is extended by a temperature propagation feature. The first attempts to solve such a coupled network have shown that the convergence behaviour is a limiting issue (Gramsch et al., 2007) . A new solution method that enables reliable computations of the coupled network as well as its convergence behaviour are presented in this paper. We illustrate our concepts and results using power transformer examples. However, the proposed method is generic and can be applied to any heat transfer problem involving fluid flow.
Network concept
Let us consider a power transformer represented as a simple thermal model (see Figure 1 ). It consists of a coil submerged in a fluid as a heating device and a radiator as a cooling device dissipating heat to the ambient air. The circulation of the fluid through the coil and the radiator keeps the temperature of the coil within the required limit. The flow of the fluid determines the topology of the extended pressure network shown in Figure 2 (a). Each "fluid flow wire" (red, thick line in the middle) is assisted by two "temperature wires" (thin, green lines) that enable propagation of the fluid temperature along the network according to the computed direction of the flow (upwards or downwards). The coupling to the thermal network is realized by the "Branch" element. This element creates a temperature jump DW between its inlet and outlet according to the following equation:
where P is the power flowing from/to the thermal network via a "fluid node" (denoted in Figure 2 as "FN1", "FN2", etc.), . m j j the magnitude of mass flow rate through the "fluid flow wire", c p the specific heat of the fluid. The temperature changes along the "Branch" are propagated always in the direction of the fluid flow. But, this direction is a priori not known and must be obtained as a solution of the pure pressure network. Therefore, two wires of the temperature network are required to enable propagation of the temperature signal in both directions.
In addition to "Branch" the changes of fluid temperatures are controlled by "Node" elements. A "Node" enables mixing of fluid streams at different temperatures. Both elements "Branch" and "Node" provide a consistent mechanism of controlling 
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Convergence behaviour of coupled pressure temperature across the pressure network. In this way, the extended pressure network becomes a new functionality: besides the fluid flow it can transfer heat by propagating temperature along the "temperature wires".
In the example shown in Figure 2 (a) the power is injected to the extended pressure network at fluid nodes FN1 [y] FN4 located inside of the transformer coil. The power generated in the winding segment between fluid nodes FN1 and FN2 (see Figure 2(b) ) is distributed to both nodes according to the mass flow rate in the corresponding cooling ducts. In this case the extended pressure network acts as a parallel carrier for the power flow and ensures the correct balance between convection, conduction and radiation inside the winding. The fluid nodes FN5-FN7 are used for both heating and cooling. Thermal networks including the transformer core, the additional eddy losses as well as the tank walls and cover cooling capacities are attached to these nodes. Whether the fluid is heated or cooled at these nodes depends on characteristics of the specific transformer design. The last fluid node FN8 is removing the heat from the fluid according to the radiators cooling model.
In a closed cooling loop as shown in system like in Figure 2 (a) the sum of the power injected and removed to/from all fluid nodes must be zero (a nonzero value obtained as a solution of the network model is a measure of numerical error). For solving of the coupled network we use the Spice solver designed for electrical networks (Quarles et al., 1993) . The thermal and pressure networks can be also solved with Spice by applying analogies between the network quantities summarized in Table I. 3. Definition of network elements 3.1 "Branch" and "Node" elements The internal schemes of the "Branch" and "Node" elements are shown in Figure 3 .
The thermal resistance R flow connects the internal node at inlet temperature with the fluid node at average branch temperature W FN . Assuming linear temperature distribution along the "Branch" we calculate W FN as follows[1]:
Based on (1) with DW ¼ W outlet ÀW inlet and (2) we define R flow as:
where . m tol is the mass flow rate tolerance that prevents from discontinuity of the network for infinite value of R flow . Notes: *)There is no "current" in the temperature wires of the pressure network. These wires transfer the "temperature signal" only. The direction of this transfer is the same as the direction of the fluid flow Figure 3 (a)):
The direction of power P determines whether the fluid is heated or cooled. The positive direction of P corresponding to heating is defined as the direction towards the "Branch" (see Figure 3 (a)). Formally, W outlet must be defined only for one temperature output pin that corresponds to the direction of the mass flow. The other output pin is not used for propagation of the temperature signal. However, in order to ensure the consistency of the network the unused output pins are set to the temperature of the input pin connected to the same terminal of the "Branch" element: The pins with the green arrow at each terminal represent the temperature input while the pin without arrow is an output pin. When connecting two pins it is required that the input pin is connected to the output pin of another element and vice versa. This ensures that the direction of temperature propagation within each network branch is consistent (as shown in Figure 2 Based on (6) we ensure that both temperature pins at each terminal have always the same temperature independent of the direction of the fluid flow. This feature enables correct referencing of temperatures by other network elements before the flow direction is known.
The output temperature of the "Node" is defined as an average temperature of incoming fluids weighted by the product of . m j jc p according to (1):
Similar to output pins of the "Branch" element the unused output pins of the "Node" (at terminals i of incoming flow) are set to the corresponding input temperature to ensure consistency of temperatures across the network:
Both "Branch" and "Node" do not include any elements of the pressure network. They have to be included into the extended pressure network separately as specified in the next subsection. The role of "Branch" and "Node" as well as the topology of the network between them is to provide a consistent mechanism of temperature propagation that creates a backbone for the coupled network.
Pressure network elements
For the forced cooling the main excitation of the fluid flow is provided by devices like pumps, compressors or ventilators. Their volume flow characteristics . VðDpÞ are used to calculate the mass flow rate . m forced , which is included in the pressure network as a "current source":
where r is the fluid density and Dp the pressure drop on the pump. For natural convection the main excitation in the network results from the buoyancy. It is introduced to the network as a buoyancy pressure head Dp bh represented by a "voltage source":
where g is the gravitational acceleration, H the pressure height (height of the equivalent fluid column), r ref and r the fluid mass densities for the reference and average fluid temperatures, respectively. Other pressure drops are defined in the following form:
where v is the velocity of the fluid and x the pressure drop coefficient. Equation (11) is implemented directly as a "voltage source" (like buoyancy head) only for cases where the velocity v as well as the pressure drop Dp are defined in different branches 1238 COMPEL 33,4 (Nakadate et al., 1996) . A more typical way of introducing pressure drops offer the flow resistance S flow . It is calculated as the ratio between pressure drop and the mass flow rate (both in the same network branch) and can be expressed by using (11) as follows:
where A c is the duct cross-section area. The pressure drop coefficient x depends on the components of the Bernoulli equation that are relevant for the selected flow model. As an example (used for liquid-filled transformers) we present here the flow loss coefficient resulting from the inner friction of the fluid in case of non-fully developed laminar flow through a planar duct (Rohsenow et al., 1998) :
and the Reynolds number:
where L is the duct length, D h the hydraulic diameter of the flow, v the average fluid velocity and n the kinematic viscosity of the fluid at average temperature.
Thermal network elements
The formulation of thermal network elements has been a subject of comprehensive research work performed in the past. The corresponding definitions can be found in the literature (Gramsch et al., 2007; Loebl, 1984; Holman, 1999) . However, the coupled network concept may imply a slightly different approach when defining the convection resistors representing the heat transfer through the boundary layer. As an example we present here the convection resistance R conv for a non-fully developed laminar flow in a planar duct (Rohsenow et al., 1998) :
and with the Nusselt number:
where A is the heat transfer area, Pr the Prandtl number and k f the thermal conductivity of the fluid, both evaluated at average duct temperature. See (13) and (14) for definition of other quantities. The resistor defined by (15) and (16) can be used not only for the forced but also for the natural convection. The velocity required for evaluation of the Reynolds number can be obtained in both cases thanks to the coupling with the pressure network. It is essential that the convection resistors used in a coupled thermal network are focused on boundary layer representation and do not include empirical correction factors introduced due to fluid flow.
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Solution method 4.1 Separation of networks
The coupled network problems are difficult to solve using the Newton-Raphson method implemented by Spice. Therefore, we have split the coupled network into two separate networks and solve them iteratively [2] . The first network, pure pressure one, consists of the fluid flow branches including all flow resistances, buoyancy heads and pumps. The second one consists of the whole thermal network and the temperature branches of the extended pressure network. The "Branch" and the "Node" elements are the only network components that have a separate representation dedicated for each of the two networks. The separated networks can be solved using Spice by assuming boundary conditions in form of interface variables that are iteratively delivered by the solution of the other network. These interface variables include mass flow rates and velocities as a solution x p 2 R m of the pure pressure network as well as temperatures as a solution x t 2 R n of the thermal/temperature network, with n, m being the number of the corresponding interface variables.
The global solution is then computed by fixed-point iteration. In every step of the iteration, we have to solve two individual networks -the thermal and the pressure. Let the subscript i be the current iteration step number, f p : R m 7 !R n the function to compute a solution x t of the thermal and f t : R n 7 !R m a solution x p of the pressure network. We can then write the fixed-point iteration to solve the global problem as:
. . .
or in a more compact way:
Before starting iterations the initial solution x t,0 of the thermal network must be specified. This is typically done based on rough engineering formulas for temperature calculations (Figure 4 ). (17) as relaxed fixed-point iteration:
The convergence towards a fixed point x* is affected by the spectral radius r s of the Jacobian matrix at the fixed point. If r s o1, the iteration will converge to the fixed point x* for a suitably chosen starting point x 0 . The smaller values of r s usually result in a faster convergence rate (Ortega and Rheinboldt, 1970; Berinde, 2007) . The relaxation factors D t , D p have a direct influence on r s and the convergence behaviour. The details are explained in a case study presented in the Appendix. The relaxation factors D t , D p are handled separately for both networks and are adapted during the iteration using the constant increase, respectively, decrease factors C inc X1.0 and C dec A(0;1] depending on the previous results of the corresponding network:
; and D p;iþ1 accordingly
Additionally, we impose both an upper and lower limit to the relaxation factors. At the beginning of the iteration the admissible interval is [C min ; C max ]. To ensure that the relaxation factors are gradually reduced and to prevent large jumps at high iteration counts i, the interval is adjusted during iterations. Both upper and lower limit are steadily reduced by factor d i to 50 per cent of their initial value:
Furthermore, in every iteration step heuristic rules may be applied to decrease D t or D p in order to avoid or mitigate known convergence obstacles, such as excessive/ unrealistic values (e.g. large temperature jumps) or flow direction changes (see next subsection). However, this decrease is only used in the specific iteration step and is ignored during computation of the relaxation factor for the next iteration.
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Even though the relaxation is realized in a very straight forward way, the results are promising, as Figure 5 (c) shows. Nevertheless, more complex mechanisms such as, e.g. vector extrapolation methods ( Jbilou and Sadok, 2000) could be used in future.
Flow direction change control
The network branches with a small mass flow rate show a tendency to change the flow direction during the iterative solution. Due to the significant temperature difference between the top and bottom fluid the direction changes may lead to non-convergence. For the vertical coil ducts this problem can be mitigated by disabling the flow from the top to the bottom by means of "blocking" resistors (acting similar to a diode). However, such a flow control method cannot be applied to arbitrary bidirectional flows. Therefore, we apply an enhanced relaxation that decreases the value of D p to a minimum level, which ensures no direction change of any interface variable in x p ( just one most critical result decides about D p ). The corrected value of D p sets one of the mass flow rate or velocity results to zero while all other ones keep the same direction. In the next iteration step the variable that has been set to zero is free to change in any direction while the other ones are still controlled by the enhanced relaxation.
An example of the convergence behaviour with enhanced relaxation due to flow direction change has been presented in Figure 5 (d). A comparison of this result with the corresponding result in Figure 5 (c) shows that the efficiency of the enhanced relaxation is equivalent to applying blocking resistors. However, the latter one can be used only for the a priori known flow direction. Otherwise, the enhanced adaptive relaxation offers more robustness in solving bidirectional flow problems as presented in the next section.
Bidirectional flows. "Hotspot" model
Problem formulation and modelling approach
Another example related to a guided fluid flow in a transformer disk winding is shown in Figure 6 . By selecting an optimum configuration of "guides" forcing the flow into the horizontal ducts between disks a better cooling of the winding can be achieved. Such a detailed model is used by transformer designers for identification of the hottest disk in the winding and is called the "hotspot" model.
In order to efficiently create a network model we have applied a technique similar to integrated circuit modelling (see Figure 7 ). This kind of guided duct representation can be included in a full model of a transformer shown in Figure 2 (a) by replacing one of winding flow branches with the collection of stacked sub-circuits (the connections at the bottom and the top of the stacked model are compatible with the "Nodes"). Alternatively, the detailed model from Figure 7 can be solved separately by applying boundary conditions in form of mass flow rate and the bottom fluid temperature. Typically, the values of the boundary conditions can be obtained from a computation of the full transformer model using a simplified, averaged winding representation as shown in Figure 2 . These values can be passed not only to a detailed network model but can be also used as boundary conditions in a CFD computation, which enables a comparison between both approaches. The values of the boundary conditions as well as the considered guide configurations (cases 1 and 2) are specified in Figure 6 .
Results and comparison with CFD
The results for two configurations of the "hotspot" model are shown in Figure 8 value of the mass flow rate, a regular pattern of the temperature distribution has been obtained (see Figure 8 (a) and case 1). Also the flow in horizontal ducts behaves as expected, which is confirmed by positive values of the velocity (in expected direction) (see Figure 8 (b) and case 1). The regular pattern of both distributions enables the creation of simplified averaged models to be applied in a network for a full transformer. The guided flow for case 1 shows a good convergence behaviour that requires less than 50 iteration steps to achieve the desired error level of 0.001 (Figure 8(c) ).
The comparison with CFD analysis shows an acceptable agreement, see dashed lines in Figure 8 (a), (b) and color plot in Figure 8(d) . The deviation of average temperature calculated for all disks using CFD and network models is 0.2 K while the standard deviation resulting from comparison of local disk temperatures is 0.4 K. This range of accuracy is sufficient for technical applications. It should be noted that the network and CFD models used for comparisons are not exactly the same. In order to enable equivalent 2D CFD computations the sticks placed in the cooling ducts have 
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Convergence behaviour of coupled pressure to be removed from the CFD computation and instead correction factors for boundary conditions and input parameters have to be applied, while the coupled network is geometrically by default a 3D model.
The results for case 2 show that the flow in horizontal ducts is changing direction within the big section between the top and bottom as indicated by the negative velocity in Figure 8(b) . At the locations where the horizontal velocity is close to zero the highest disc temperatures (hotspots) have been calculated (see Figure 8(a) ). However, one should be careful with the quantitative evaluations since the solution is very sensitive to changes of input data. Small deviations related to manufacturing tolerances may contribute to a significant change of the hotspot value and location. In addition, the convergence behaviour shown in Figure 8(c) indicates that the relative error is decreasing slower for case 2 than for case 1 and stagnates at a certain level. But also, the corresponding CFD computation for case 2 behaves unstable: fluctuations of the residual value monitored in the CFD iteration process have been observed. The quantitative evaluation of such non-guided flows (including their transient behaviour) as well as their numerical characteristics (like spectral radius) are still a subject of further research for both CFD ( Jiao, 2012) and network approaches. Therefore, we present here only the network result for case 2 in order to illustrate that the new solution method described in Section 4 is able to handle a serious discontinuity, which is the flow direction change and zero velocity in horizontal ducts.
Conclusion
The new concept of coupled networks and the proposed solution method have been implemented as a computational tool for a new transformer design system. The first evaluations confirmed that the required level of accuracy can be improved compared with the traditional computation method. In addition, the new tool offers a reliable convergence behaviour as well as robustness in creating new transformer configurations. Comparing with CFD the coupled network approach shows better performance characteristics that allows interactive use in an engineering design system. The computation of a full transformer model with averaged representation of cooling ducts takes a few tens up to a few hundred milliseconds on a standard notebook computer. This enables its application in optimization jobs that require hundreds or thousands of computations. The detailed "hotspot" computations can be accomplished within a few seconds for well converging models. Therefore, the coupling of pressure and thermal networks offers a good alternative to the CFD approach, in particular for engineering computations where the streamlines of the flow are known and the topology of the extended pressure network can be created.
Notes
1. The assumption of linear temperature distribution between inlet and outlet may be questionable for temperature-imposed behavior of the thermal network connected to the fluid node. A typical example is a resistor representing cooling capacity of the whole radiator for a specified reference temperature (connected to the fluid node FN8, Figure 2a) . Such a simplified model may result in radiator outlet temperature that is lower than the ambient. A solution of the problem may require more complex network models as presented in Olsson (2012) . However, a piecewise linear approximation based on dividing the single "Branch" element into a few ones allows to achieve a logarithmic distribution of the temperature along the radiator.
2. The iterative solver performs the splitting automatically based on a naming convention for extended pressure network elements and their pins.
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A two-duct variant of the heater defined in Figure A3 shows dependence of the convergence rate from the fraction of power injected into each duct. An example of fixed point iterations for the heated ducts with a large and a small power split fractions (k s ¼ 0.5 and k s ¼ 0.005) as well as the results of numerical analysis of the spectral radius are shown in Figure A4 . It is evident that the duct with 0.5 per cent of power requires significantly more iterations than the other duct and the relaxation factor must be o0.33 to converge. This result explains the non-convergence case shown for a similar real transformer in Figure 5 The relationship between the relaxation factor D and the power split fraction k s shown in Figure A4 (d) is an important result of the spectral radius analysis. It allows making direct conclusions for selection of the constants C max and C min used in the adaptive relaxation algorithm presented in Section 4.2. It confirms our strategy of reducing D adaptively from 0.8 to 0.01. However, in real cases the solution is reached before reducing D to 0.01 since for very small values of k s the convergence is ensured by selecting an appropriate mass flow tolerance that stabilizes the value of thermal resistance in the Branch elements (3).
